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Women discuss birth control,
physica I, emotiona I effects
By MARSHA WHITE

This figure means that
about two women in 100 using
this method of birth control for
12 months would become
pregnant.
"Jellies, creams and foams
aren't · very effective by
themselves. They have decreasing effectiveness because they don't stay in
place," she explained.
Oral contraceptives preve nt
ovulation and change the
mucus lining of the uterus.
•'An increased risk of blood
clots and.... gall bladder and
heart . diseases for oral
contraceptive users
dbes
exist," Kapuscinski said.
She added that the risk for
women under 40 is very small.
While no present studies
link the ui:e of the Pill to
cancer incidence, a study of
the increased risk of liver
tumors is being done, she
said.
Study results and figures
Kapuscinski used were taken
from the latest la~.eling
instructions by the Food and
Drug Administration through
the Department of Health ,
Education and Welfare.
She advised anyone with a
family history of blood clots,
heart or lung diseases to
carefully discuss the risks of
taking oral contraceptives with
a family physician or another
doctor.
Less severe physical effects

Cuonlcle New, &lltor

A person choosing a birth
control method must consider
both
the
physical
and
emotional effects of various
emthods, according to Judi
Kapuscinski of the state
department of health's family
planning unit.
Kapuscinski and two other
women spoke to a predomimeth!)ds, according to Judi
people Tuesday as part of an
Isspes and Answers forum
sponsored by the Atwood
Board of Governors.
Physical and emotional
effects of using diaphragms,
condoms, oral contraceptives,
intra-uterine devices, sterilization and natural family
planning were presented.
'' k.. diaphragm used in
conjunction with a Spermicidal
agent has few physical
eff~--one of its strcing
points,'' Kapuscinski said.
Some people experience
allergic reactions or irritations
"with rubbers or jellies and
creams, she said.
''The emotional side effects
are, for some people, the fear
:'i!et?~::?tY~s ::~~veth
·some of the others, " she said.
Rubber condoms used with
· spermicidal foam can be 98
per cent effective if used
properly and consistently.

~!

-·

Look out
for your head!
Crouching low , David Levine
skateboard, under a sign near
Hale"nbeck Hall . Wednesday '•
1un1hlna and warmer weather
drew flther SCS 1tud·ent1 outside
lo play frl1bee, 1tudy and relax on
the mall.
Cnronlele pholo

by JrU Whee!.,

,..

of taking the Pill include
bloated feelings due to fluid
retention, more severe mi•
graine headaches and increased blood pressure possibly leading to hypertension .
Emotional effects for Pill
users can be both positive and
negative, she said. Increased
depression is especially apparent in the first thr'ee nionths
of taking the Pill. She said
studies show this depression
~uld be caused by a lack of
vitamin B-6.
However, one benefit to
using the Pill is that "people
feel more relaxed in sexual
intercourse and in their
physical and emotional outlook," she said.
IUDs can physically affect
the uterine lining and are
related to inflammations of the
pelvic area and perforations of
the
uterine
wall
upon
insertion.
Kapuscinski said that while
the physical risks are small for
all birth control methods, ''it's
one of those things you should
be aware of.''
CongCnital anomalies, such
as increased bleeding, cramping, or spotting, are relatively
common during the fit'st three
IJlOnths of using an IUD. she
said.
"People experience greatly
reduced anxiety about pregnancy because of the hi8h
ContlnuMI on s,.ge 3

New carpooling program
recruit$
commuters

scs

By MARSHA WHITE
Chronicle News Editor
A
city-wide carpooling
program open to all st ude nt s,
faculty and administrators is
being formulated and October
is sign-up month. according to
John Miller, executive dircc•
tor of the St. Cloud Arca
Council
of
Govern ments
(COG).
The carpooling program is a
free, computerized system of
finding and matching peop1e
that live and work in "close
proximity to each other.
A person interested in
carpooling fills out a pre-addressed, pre-stamped postcard containing information on
his home address, work
address, mileage to work and
daily time sched ule.
The information supplied by
the participant is processed
through a "commuter computer" in St. Paul to match
people with similar addresses
and work locations.
The program will coordinate
people within a JO-mile
radius of St. Cloud.
"We're Cncouraging anyone who's interested to fill out

be curious or hes itant about
the program." she said.
Participants are mailed the
names of people living nearby
who Want to carpool.
Work sched ule( locat ions
and other needs ar'e compared
when matching participants.
"From that point, it' s up to
the individual to work out
schedules with the others if he
want s.•· Kelley said.
"Th e system works best for
someone coming and leav ing
the university at the same
time each day.·· she explain ed. " But, there st ill are people
who ca n benefit even though
their schedules change every
quarter. "
Kelley said two immediate
benefits to students would be
less pressure in the parking
lots and savings in gasoli ne
bills.
Miller said that cards will be
processed three times a year
and would help students who
might require different commuting hours every quarter.
The fir st card process ings
will be done at the end of this
month , he said.
Approximately one-third of
SCS's 10,000 students com-

~~:i~t:r:ti~
p;;~~d~~~ey ,
"The students aren't committing themselves to the
program by sending the cards
tn; it 's just an ind iction of
interest for those who mignt

~~eed~~te c:~~~~e~;~; sa\~~
Cards may be picked up at
the Atwood main desk,
Student Life and Development
office or the Personnel Office.
204 Administrative Services.

:~~d

Directories ready soon
Campus directories will be distributed this week and next.
according to Sharon Lesika r information seryices news editor.
Dormitory residents will receive directories in their post office
boxes by Nov. 4. Off-campus st udents may pick up a copy at the
Atwood main desk.
The directories include student, faculty and administration
telephone numbers. Office nu mbers, organization heads and
building information are also listed.
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Career Day speaker state1,
aII people not created equa I
By AMY LIEBMANN
Cluotilcle Staff Writer

''There is no new thing
under the sun," Odell said,
quoting the Bible.
All people are not created
The Egyptians built the
equal, according to Douglas pyramids as monuments, he
Odell, former national merch- said, and people are still
andising manager of Sears building
monume-lts
for
and Roebuck Corp.
themselves today.
''I want to explode a myth , ''
The Bible is the greatest
Odell said, ' the myth that all book to learn from, he said.
are created equal. That 's
''There are some great
baloney! Thank goodness truths in that book," Odell
we're not. I wouldn't want to said. "lf you never read any
jump into the ring with other book, read the Bible. "
Muhammed Ali."
Salesmanship is the only
Odell spoke at SCS Tuesday profession. Odell said.
in conjunction with Career
"Nothing happen s Until
Day.
someone sells something," he
Each- person has different said. "You won't be successtalents and skills, he said. fut unless you' re a good
Time , is the only common . salesman. It doesn't make a
element.
''The difference between ~i~:::~:~.jfr::;:~Sa~aowyo~~~~
success and failure
for profession under the sun, and
everyone is how we invest this you'd better believe it.
time, " he said .
·
•• A doctor has to sell you on
Odell used his experiences, the idea of stopping smoking,
from bus driver to merchandising manager, to give and a teacher has to sell you
pointers for a successful on~:;:in:~;• two types of
people in the world, he said,
career.
''There is nothing perma- the autocrat and the missionnent except change," he said . ary. The autocrat says, "Do it
"The only real security that my way ." As an example, .,
anyone has is the ability to Odell said, "Go clean up the
adjust to change, and unless lady's room, someone just
you do, you will disappear. go puked in there." But the
bankrupt ."
missionary,
according
to
. The modern chain stores Odelt, does not order and
drove the individual merch- would say, " Let me show
ant out of business, according you ." In the lady's room
to Odell, ind these individual . example, he would ask, "How
metthants could not adjust to would you like to clean the
the change.
lady's room for me?"
0

"That's selling!" he said.
Responsibility of manage;e~~tua~: th:d:::~es!~ to )
"All progress is based upon
what you have to do to
perpetuate the business ," he
said. '
The formula for progress,
Odell said, is a thesis ,
anti-thesis and synthesis. Or,
it can be an idea. the selling ol
that idea and that idea put to
use .Only
one
in
1,tX>O
million-dollar ideas get past
the thesis sta-'te , he said.
From his bOOk, "Ypu've Got
to Know Your Territory,"
Odell pointed out enthusiasm,
humility, courage and integrity as the road to success.
,. ''You've got to be a Chronlelepholo byJeflWhNler
dream~r, you've got t'! hav,~ Speaking In conjunction with Carffr Day, Douglas Odell said uch
en th usiasm about th at idea, person has unique skills and talents Success lies In time Investments
:~t ~~i~~;~Ts~n:~~:e:!~Itf;•::
.to Odell , former SHri and Roebuck natlonal merchandising
success comes your way.
You've got to have courage to
·make the decision; to have a
thesis and invite everyone to
try to st0P you."
The world's greatest monComplied by Karyn Betzold and Larry Hubner
ey-makers are those who
know how to hang on to that
money and to make it grow,
:c:~dT!:~: ~nin'1fa/:~d~:C~daJ!
sx~,n?::!
Odell said.
building room 121 , applications should be picked up as soon as
possible .
''The be-all and end-all of
life should not be simply to get
rich, but to enrich the world ," , Q. How do., I go about obtalnlng food stamps?
Odell said, quoting B.C . A: Contact St~arns C~unty Social Services at 251-3272 . They
:t~~nt/Ge~':!~r:.auon and an application. They are located
Forbes.

=~:~,
II

Column II
1:-------------------ii

Q. I'm moving at the end of the quarter because I've bad a bad
experience with my preseut landJord. What should I check
before I sign my next leue?
A. Stop by the SOS office. We have a " Checklist for Rente rs."
l:s~oci:~io:~so involved with the newly forming Tenants

Special task force members study
conditions of student programming
Originally organized to
A
special
task
force
consisting of Atwood Board of reduce Student Activities
GoVernorS, Major Events Committee activity fee expenCouncil and the Student ., ditures, force members feel
Senat e members is currently the same amount of funds
studying student program- could be used more efficiently.
A report to the senate is
ming to determine if SCS
needs one or two program- expected by Dec . 15, when the
ming committees. The commit- tast force will decide to
tee would plan and sponsor recomme nd one or two
events such as homecoming, programming board commitlectures, ·concerts, .films and tees . In the event one board is
other campus-based activities. seen to be sufficient the

_ LRHA
HALLOWEEN PARTY
October 31-

Garvey

4:00-6:30 Pumpkin Carving

(I)
6:30-7:30

Atwood

Apple Bobbing·
Costume Contest
Drop Tbe Egg
Ice Cream Eating Contest
Pie Throwing ·at RA 's

6:30

Movies In Theate,

Midnight

Movies In Ballroom

"The Mummy's Curse"
"Abott and Costello

~~e

2:

committee ·wilt be formed by
spring qu.irter and will be in
full Operation by fall , 1978.
Committee members are
Dorothy DeWitt, Pam Ziegenhagen, Judy Brekken, Mustafa Siddiqui and Lauri
Lippold.

Book exchange checks for fall 1977 are now available to workers
in the SOS office . A validated student 1.0. is needed to pick
them up.
Student Ombudsman Service [SOS], 1S2 Atwood, can help 8nd
answers to your questions and problems. Office ho11r& are 9
a.m .-3 p .m. Monday-Friday, and 6-8 p.m. Taesday•Tbursday.
The telephone number Is 25S-3892.

• ······························••e••·e••·············e••······e••··

!This week's

l album specials!
:

;:•
:.

reg. S7.9~

w

4 _98

Also on sale at

$4.98

* Plwebe Snow

"Never Letting Go"

*Rush
"A Farewell to Kings"

*Robin Trower

•.=: .

"lnclty Dreams"

j
:
:

Knoopje Specialty Slwp
~5 St. Germain
Downtown 253-1252

•

........................................ .........................

!

open nites til 9 p.m .
~

=
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Seminar open to 'graduates
Resume writing, interviewing and other job hunting
procedures will be explained
in four seminars for prospective liberal arts graduates
Monday-Thursday.
The seminars are specifically designed to help the
non-teciching majors which
compromise more than onehalf of the student body,
according to Walt Larson,
career planning and placement director.
Students need to know what
ti;, expect when interviewing
for a position, how to compile
and write information for a
resume and how to effectively
use the placement center 's
services, Larson said.
Monday's seminar will
include data concerning job

availability and placement
, percentages. Larson, who will
conduct this session, said he
will be ' · giving students the
information so they can know
how it affects them ."
Following this overview of
.the job market for liberal arts
graduates, Tllesday's seminar
will cover job interviewing.
Resume writing wiJ) be
covered Wednesday. The first
three sessions are set for noon
each day in the Atwood
ballroom.
The final seminar , in the
Atwood theatre, will deal with
the counseling and file
services offered by the
placement office.
Larson and Marty Bergland,
career planning counselor,
planned th,e sessions, review-

ing the format of past
~eminars for ideas. They
tntend to ask for student and
faculty input after these
sessions to evaluate their
success, Larson said.
Any student may attend the
seminars, regardless of when
they graduate,. he explained.
explained.
"Even
though
they' re
graduating at any time other
than fall, this is still a choice
o·pportunity for them,'' Larson

said.
Some students may want to
start a placement file now to
maximize the benefits of the
placement office, he said.
Similar seminars for students in other programs are
planned later this year.
·

First show in series presented
by SCS planetarium director
Two months of work and
years of planning materialized
. last night in the SCS
planetarium.
Judi K•pu1eln1kl explains th• physical and ■ motlonal effects of birth
Ben Moore, planetarium
control methods du ring a .panel dlacusslon Tuesday.
director, presented the first in
as a birth control method, a series of shows using the
Birth Control
accordin~ to Pat Knier and main planetarium projector
Rozann Reyerson, counselors and several auxiliary projecContinued from page 1
at the Family life Bureau in tors.
"I've had these in my mind
birth control effectiveness of St. Cloud.
IUDs," she added.
"By paying attention to a for a good number of years,"
Sterilization has genera:Uy woman's fertility signs, like he said. ·
The first series, entitled
positive effects if the person cervical secretions on a daily
makes the decision of his or basis, she can tell when she's "Space Ship Earth," will be
her own •free will and rec• ovulating and
potentially shown at 7:30 p.m. Thursdays
and 2 p.m. Saturdays through
ogn~es the pe_rmanancy of the
fet]t• •:pfat:;s s~:;eed that Nov. 19.
procedure.
"It will deal essentially with
Men experience little or no anyone considering a birth
pain upon tubal litigation for control method must be the seasonal shifts as viewed
sterilization. Only local anes- discretionary when reading from the good ship earth,"
thesia is needed and the material on the different Moore said.
"Space Ship Earth," a
operation can be done in •a methods. Conflicting ·figures
doctor's office or clinic.
on effectiveness and rating of one-hour presentation, is the
Women . must
undergo one method over another can first planetarium show presented -at SCS during the regular
general anesthesia and the be misleading.
operation requires hospitaliza"The person must consider school year. However, Moore
tion.
her own lifest)'le and decide planned and presented shows
Natural"' planning uses a what method fits her life the past two summers.
The shows have been
woman's daily fertility sigqs best," Kapuscinski said.

Chronlelep/'lolobyMk:hael~ltus

,

FRIENDS

DON'rLET
FRIENDS

DRIVE DRUNK.

successful. with an average or
people attending each
session. Moore said attendance may be higher and he
would consider presenting two
shows each night.
Moore uses approximately
S300,000 worth of equipment
during a plane.tarium show.
He emphasized that the
equipment is very important
in the second series, "The
45

of Bethlehem and some ot the
ideas that have been suggested as an explanation for it,'.'
he said.
The presentation will concentrate on the ·most popular
astronomical explanation for
the star, which was prQ__posed
by Johann Kepler.
Using projectors, music and
commentary , Moore shows
and explains astronomical

Ch.~~~:aesq~~;~~nt has to be ph~~oo;:r~y I create a little
working almost perfectly to bit of excitement," he said.
really pull that one, off,"
Moore said.
I
· ·
.x ·

1

w~;:i.h:ill ~~~ o.~'. 8-W\ ,:I t ~ this Chronicle ·
st

a:,----------'
;.

"strictly dealing with the Star L_

HOUSE OF PIZZA
19 SO. 5th AVE.
ST. CLOUD, MN.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 11:AM

FOR FAST DELIVERY
c)-1

252-9300

,..••••.•••••..••.••• e••···············••e•1
Get Rid of the "Booking Blues"
.i'
-Come to

RITA is coming!
Recycle this Chronicle

Nov. 7&9

8 pm

PAC Stage I

TAPP

,,,,,

SUPER CIRCUS US A
For Relaxation & Entertainment

.....
..

Elec. Games-••·• The challenge of
Foosball••···Plenty to eat., The latest
Pinball Action

NATIONAL BANK

Open 9 a.m. to Midnight
7

clay ■ a

week.

341S W. DMslon
Aero.a from Zayres 2S1-6844

MALL GERMAIN AT EIGHTH

I,

•

u
..............................
e••••..•••..••.:
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It
Seri~s to explain student rights, types of aid
Students are often unaw~ e of the options available to them
in legal, academic and financial situations. Beginning in
today's Chronicle, a five-part series will explore various
aspects of student rights.
For this series, Vic Ellison has interviewed more than 20
sources, including students, local professionals and campus
administrators. Areas covered by the series include
landlord-tenant problems , student employment, and medical
and financial help for students.
Case studies incorporated in the series are based on actual
student . experiences, but fictitious .first names are used for
confidentiality. These actual cases ...may provide insight for
other students that encounter these problems. Similarly, the
_information regarding solutions and avenues ·of assistance

Letters
MEC deserves credit
for Homecoming '77
Dear F.d.ltor:
I woulQ like to clarify some
misconceptions that two members o(
Sigma Signia Sigma have brought up
in their October 25th letters to the
editor.
First, the Greek organizati0ns do
deserve recognition for their participation in Homecoming. h was greatly
appreciated ·and I hope to see it
continuing in fotlowing years. Along
with the Greeks, special thanks also go
to other organizations s uch as the
Minority Cultural Center , Inter-Residence Hall Association, Student
Senate, Food Services, Chronicle,
KVSC and other students who
participated in the week iong
activities.
H9wever, I still believe that the
maiii credit goes to the Homecomini;?
committee of MEC particularily Glenfl
Victorey. Cindy Starkweather, Sue
Brandl. Carol Scheffler, Deb Battles
a nd Bob Scheeler. To take away credit
from these people would be unjust
~
they .have been working since

should serve as useful guideline~ in pro~ecting student rights .
The first story deals with landlor;ii-te nant disputes, a
situation which is becoming Of major: co'Ocern to SCS students
living off-campus. In an attempt to remedy unfavorable
relations with landlords, a group of students is trying to form a
tenant association. The association proposes to protect student
rights and mediate differences. An organizational meeting was
scheduled for last night.
The Student [,egal Assistance Center, which is working with
this group, is one "of many sources providing information for
the series.
This series focuses on informing Students of their rights and
the services available to them.
-MLW, JMR

to the editor:

la; t
Spring Quarter to
make
Homecoming a success. They did more
work than all of the other organizations
combined and they deserve full
recognition for their efforts.
There was one other incorrect
statement made in Sigma Sigma
Sigma's letter that I would like to
correct . The money that, was used for
the flowers, pianist and the lightin g
technician along with a ll other
Homecoming expenses came out of the
MEC budge1. Bob Scheeler paid for
coronation with the full understanding
that the GreeK Council would be
reimbursed in full after th e event.
Payment has already been ~ade.
The recognition for the success of
Homecoming belongs to all the
students and organizations that
participated. But I still believe that the
Homecoming Comm ittee of MEC
deserved the special tribute that they
received in the October 18th editorial.

The 0-.ronlde er'IQ)UTagN ,..,_, 10 YOQ their oplnlc..'lS
lhroughlettentolhlldllOI", regardltiesol point of view. •.e11en
mtJII betyped , double-es,acedandcontaln-.onof
ldentlfallon. Let.ten •Ht bl verlll«I, IO an ad(_<;·- and
telephone number II helpful . Anonymoua let.ten will not bl
printed, although nam• m.,y be wtthheld In cer11Jn c.r.sa. No
,Onn 111111«1 will be published. The O,ronk:le , _ ll'lf' right
toedtt lenglhylett_.,. wel l • o ~ mat«lal. Alt let;~,
onoe turned Into IIHI 0-.ronlele. become the property of Ill■
publlcltlonllndwlltncMberetumed.

Prohi~ition figures
grossly inaccurate
Dear Editor:
Having just reread what I had at
first dismissed as a benign exercise in
sophistry
("Figures · overshadow
failure of Prohibition" - Chronicle,
Oct. 14) I feel compelled to comment
on the gross inaccuracy of those
"figures" and th·e absurdity of the
writer 's self-proclaim ed "own logical
observation ". For, instead of find ing
those "few interesting facts ... enlightening" I find them quite disturbing in
that they are blatantly (naively
perhaps?) distorted and misinterpreted! A few specifics:
l. The claim that "during the
Prohibition the general death rate for
alcoholism fell to 19 per cent of the
pre-prohibition rate•· is unfounded. If
anythi ng, the mortality rate for
alcoholism INCREASED during Prohibition from 1.1 / 100,000 (900 deaths) in
1920 to 3.5/ 100,000 (4158 deaths) in

.. Whatever it was that MEC did in
the line of planning, programming and
execution make Homecoming successful included the particpation of
students and organizations; and they 1930!
2. Likewise. the clear implication of
had all better do it again n~xt Year!"
arguments 3 and 5 that Prohibition
was responsible for a lower death rate,
...Kathy Klouser and the fall in tuberculosis mortality
Gr8;(1.Asslst.-Student Activities Office are gross oversimplifications and
totally erroneous, the fact being that
both these rates (as well as mortality
and morbidity rates for many other
communicable diseases) had been on
the decrease long before Prohibiti0n
and contin ued on the decline since·
irrespectively of Prohibition. To
selectively, therefore, isolate the lower
Minnesota Newspaper Association Award Winner
figures
during
Prohibition
for
comparison
with those of the
The SI. Cloud Slat■ Unlw«1lly Chronkl■ II wrflla,n ■ncl edlltd by 1lud■nt1 ol SI. Cloud St.I■ Unlvenlty, SL
Cloud,MN,1ncll1publllhlldtwie1MdlWNkonT\lllday1andfrldayldurlnglhlacad■mlcy-.r ■nclOflCll' ■ WNk
pre-Prohibition era in support of the
durl"'lul'lmwquartan. ■u:eptlorllnal ■umo.rlod11nclvacatlor•.
thesis that Prohibition lead to the
St.e>g:::"s~:r.~~ 1 :Chronlcl■ donot-.1.ullyr■fl■ttthoa■ ol lh■ 1tud■nt1, la,;ultyCH"aclmlnl1tr,t1ono1
lowering of these rates is an
t..fl.,. to ttw editor and gu•t •"Y• ■ r. ,n ■ ll ■mpt lo prvwld■ lldd!'ft.l lor rlldln to th■ mlldla. They may bl
dropplldoll.•t 1345 Atwood C.,-,t., or malled lo Atwood c..,1.,, SI. Cloud St.I• Unlver1lty, St . Cloud MN 56301 . all-too-common, simplistic, and selfOl.l•llonl may bl 1111--.d by ~lllng 255-2448 or 255-2US4.
serving fragmentation of the whole
Copl" ol th■ Qironlcl1 edllorlal pollcy which dell• wllh guldllln■■ tor lflhlcl, new, Judglm ■nl. complalnt1 and
picture and a wanton disregard of even
ldv.,11,lng lnlo1matlon ■ti 1v1l1abl1upon r■,qu"t bycon\Kllng th■ olllc■ .
· .
Non-1tudlnt 111bK1lptlon ,.,.. tor th■ .C hronld1 Ir■ $1 .S<I p■r qu,rt«. -Slud■nl1 who h,■ v■ p■ ld thllr acllvlty lee the most basic rules of s1atistical
and 1r1 l11vlng lo lnltrn or 11udlnl !Heh may h1w1 t h■ Chronlcl■ malled to lhlm 1119 ol d\■ rg■ by nolllylng lh■
validity.
O'lronk:11 bu1lnM1 ollk:I In 136 AIW'OOd . S■cond ~1, .. po1t1g■ p,91d In SI. Cloud, MN 56301.
3.
Equa!lY as i.naccura.tely. the
Edllor ... ..........•.....
................••... .. ....•.....•....•••.... ...........• . M1ryK . Aoblr1s
increase m sa vings, rnsu rancc
Bu1lneu M1neoer ... .. .
•·························· ················· ····· ·· ·········80bS11ven10n
ctil1tPhotog r1pt,.er .. .
. ............ Mlch ■elloltul
polic ies and assets,' ' cannot possiblv
Auocl1t1Edllor .. .
. ... ...... ···:·:::::·:::··:::·:::::::::::::::::::::::K .......... ."l.'~~1i:"~~~:r,~: be amibutcd solcy to Prohibllion·.
M1neglngEdl1or ...... .
Adv.,tl1lngM1nag1r
...••. M1rl1 freduieklOn
Othcru· isc with
the repeal of
N■w1 Ed llor ...
. ..•....... M111h1Whlle
Prohibition and thereafter. the-re
Ar•1EdUor. ...•..
.. ........ Janie.Delly
C1 rtoonl1t .•...
shou ld ha, e been a ptesiste nt ded in c
. .................................................. WenoyA . WIike
Advl- ..
. ........ ............................. J. Br■nl Norlem
these
indicators.
Yet.
m,

11

Chronicle

impression is that per capita a etS,
•income, savings insurance policies,
etc. have shown ~ignificant increases.
Incidentally, when did the Depression
occur?
4. I would also v~ture to say that
not only milk but overall per capita
food consumption has increased since
Prohibition, and to claim that
Prohibition had anything to do with
increased
milk
consumption
is
preposterous unless one, of course,
subscribes to the equally ridiculou s
premise (as the letter writer seems to
do) that outla°wing alcohol led
Americans (Children in garticular who
are the primary consumers of milk) to
greater milk consumption as a n
alte.rnative to the forb idden fruit! An
amazing transformation of "wets"'
to .. . "Milkies"??!
5. As to the claim about such
subjective, non-quantifiable indicators
as "conditions of the aged,"
"brutality and neglect of children.""
etc., it would be interesting to know
how the writer reached her conclus ions
and how, in fact , she might explain the-..,
rise in suicide, divorce and illegitimacy
rates during Prohibition solely on her
thesis of the success of Prohibition.
6. Finally, in terms of costs and
human dislocation what .about the rise
of Al Capone, black markets,
corruption, the waste of millions of
dollars in the futile attempt of
enforcement, the overnight establishment of thousands of speakeasies
(10,000 in Chicago alorie!) and the
violence caused or fostered by
Prohibition.
The success or failure of Prohibition
have been, and will be, debated for
years to come ' never, I am sure, to
universal acclaim or satisfaction. As a
legal and social experiment, -however,
Prohibition should , if anything, have
taught us that is impossible to legislate
human values and morality however
noble our intentions and intense our
fervor.
Chemical abuse is a personal,
"people problem," ' and any·anempt at
resolving it. solely through legislation
is courting disaster however "popular" or politically exped ient su ch
meas ures might seem at the time.
Theophanls Hortls
Health Education
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Renting problems

Campus, local~egal aid ayailable to ~tudents
Editor's Note: Beginning dropping the case. We were
with today's edition of the not completely satisfied with
Chronicle, a five-part series the results, but it was better
wW be pubUsbed dealing with than at first," Nancy said.
Most students who have
rlgbt8 students are afforded
and bow they may go about problems getting back a
using and protecting those damage deposit, whether they
rlghta. The series Is wrt.,.tten by go to court or not, are not
Vic EWson and Is part, of an completely satisfied, accord Independent study comae. ing to Marczewski. CompromPart I deals with legal ises are usually to avoid other,
more drastic measures .
services.
Students are involved in
cases other than landlord-tenBy VIC ELLISON
ant disputes, although 90 per
Part One: Legal ~Ip
cent of Marczewski 's case load
Nancy and her three deals with such problems.
Another major area is that
roommates had gotten along
well with their landlord in the of consumer complaints. Often
explanation
of
the
six months they had Jived in an
warranty's fipe print solves
the upstairs apartment.
the
problem,
according
·
to
Outside of a few complaints
to·tum down the volume of the Marczewski.
''The vast majority of
stereo, there was not · much
communication
between siudents' problems can be
them. So it came as a shock solved through counseling.
when they had problems That is one of our largest legal
getting their damage deposits services," he said.
Marczewski, who is paid
back.
student
funds,
is
"It had been over a month with
after we moved out and we available for student consultastill hadn't received our tion in his office, 152 Atwood.
Marczewski represents the
money," Nancy said, explaining that each Of the students most accessible free legal aid
had put S50 on deposit. "We to students. Another is the
had left a forwarding address, Jllethod Nancy and her
so it was not like she could not roommates almost took--going
before a judge in conciliation
reach us.''
After failing to re3ch the court . For a $5 filing fee , a
landlord on the telephone student can plead his or her
("she kept ducking our case to a judge who is in a
calls"), the four women position to help students or
sought legal advice from explain why he cannot.
"The state of Minnesota
William Marczewski, director
of the Student Legal Assist- h~ recently · recognized the
·ance Center. A licensed greater utilization of conciliaMinnesota attorney, Marc- tion courts. They are consuzewski advised the students to mer-oriented and cheap, ''
take the matter to conciliation Marczewski said. " I strongly
recommend that more people
court.
"It was about -that time become aware ot 1t. ·'
He estimated about 20 per
when we got checks for S12.50
in the mail from
our cent of landlord-tenant disex-landlord. She claimed we putes he is involved in go, to
wrecked some of the furniture the small claims court.
Students wishing to obtain
and it had to be replaced. But
the stuff was very old already, help from Marczewski may do
so why should we have to pay so anonymously, although he
for new stuff?" Nancy asked . maintains complete confidentShe and her three room- iality.
"Often
students
know
mates took
Marczewski's
advice and filed for time basically what they want to
before conciliation court . The
ex-landlord , after
having
received notice to appear in
court the next week , immediately reached the students and
arrived at a compromise.
"She agreed to return 50
per cent of the damage
deposit, plus interest it had '!'-~uilt up , in exchange for

achieve, they just don't know
the specifics of how to do it. I
can help them , discreetly," he
added .
Although Marczewski can
offer legal advice he is not
allowed to accompany students to court.
Students
needing a trial lawyer . but
unable to afford one from
private practice , may seek
help at the St. Cloud Legal
Aids Service, 22 South 5th
Ave.
The service is available to
any resident of Stearns,
Sherburne or Benton counties
who
lives
on
"limited
means," according to Jim
Flett , director.
"Anybody can come to ask·
for legal advice . Whether they
get it here depends on their
financial eligibility, although
the intention is that the
guidelines not be hard and
fast," Flett said.
Students who are still
dependent upon their parents
will have the parents' income
determine eligibility.
"We are certainly not here
to compete with attorneys in
private practice," Flett added.
He said his service is not
allowed to do criminal defense
work. Many of Flett's cases ,
like Marczewski's , in volve
landlord-tenant disputes. Unlawful detainer actions , such
as landlords trying to evict
tenants, make up , the bulk of
these cases .
"Minnesota has very good
landlord-tenant laws," Flett
said. "A legal aids lawyer will
go to court with the client and
follow it through as far as is
needed."
Appeals
will
even
be
followed through, "as long as
we know it is not a frivilous
case," he added.
Rtett's office is federallyfunded through the National
Legal Services Corporation ,
begun , in the mid-1960's as
part of Pres. Lyndon Johnson's "War on Poverty."
Until recently , the only office
was in the Twin Cities area.

But branch offices have now
been opened in Virginil', and
Mankato. as well as St. Cloud,
where the local offi ce opened
June 1.
Flett sa id he also advises
many persons to use concili ation court, because he is a
" firm. believer in self-he lp.
We will advise them beforehand but ca nnot accoippany
them."
~
Another area 1hat Flett' s
service will not become
involved in . bu1 One for which
it should be no problem to find
a
lawyer.
is
that
of
fee.generating cases, such as
a suit .

Most lawyers in private
practice
will
handle
a
fee-gene rating case for a
pe rcentage of the "take." If
he loses the case, he receives
no pay. All lawyers contacted
said they would take a
fe e.gene rating case, provided
it had a reasonab le chance of
winning.
"That's our bread and
butter, •· one answered.
In the a rea of criminal
defense work. students who
cannot afford a lawyer will
receive a court-appointed
lawyer free of charge. Public
defenders in St. Cloud are
Continued on pag• 15

OlscuHlng student rights, William Marczewskl, Student Legal
AHlllanc• Center director, expl81ned that the centei;. can advise
student, In landlord-tenant di sputes.
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In a tNne from Tuesday evening, opening performance ot Eugene
O' N.ill'1 "Ah, WUdemn1!", actreu M•rrllH Benda scolds her maid,
played by Judy Whittenberg.
"'

'Oh, God!' features
odd cast of stars
By GLENN VlCTOREY
ond
KAY ANN RUNDELL
Chronkle Arts Writers

Oh God. Do we have a
movie for you!
Carl Reiner's "Oh. God!"
began it's regular run at the
Paramount Friday. featuring
an odd cast of stars.
George Burns is the elderly,
·witty God. who has come to
eanh 10 spread His message.
He can't do it Himself. so He
needs a messenger.
Everyorie's favorite country
boy. John Denver. is that
person. Denver tries to shed
his well-known image so he
can be believable as the
assistant
manager of a
supermarket. but most of the
rime it doesn · t work. As we
see
him
among
food,
costumers and cash registers.
we keep expecting to grab a
_.JWitar=and b,,egin singing his
· popular repertoire.
Terri Garr is Denver's wife.
For the benefit of ";ewers who
see her but can't quife'piace
her. she was the buxom lab
assistant to Gene Wilder in
"Young Frankenstein." Her
purposes in "Oh. God!"
include modeling lingerie and
pouti,ng during
all
the
commotion about God's mes•
sage.
The film begins with Denver
recei\'ing. an invitation for an
"interview with God."
But their first face-to-face
discussion occurs in the
bathroom of Dem•er' s home.
As Denver cautiously steps
out of the s hower. he looks at
Bums
and
sa\'S,
"I'm
naked!." to which Burns
quips. "So don't you think I
know what you've got?"
Carl Reiner should be
praised for his direction . Film

_ .,

"Ah, Wilderness" tends to
leave one bewildered as to
whether or not the play is
worth viewing.
It is not entirely the fault of
the cast and crew of the first
77-78 theatrical production at
SCS, however. Part of the
blame lands upon Eugene
O'Neill's shoulders for attempting a. come~y when he
was primarily a dramatist. The
rest of the fault sits among the
audience for not quite being
able to relate to what it was
like to grow up at the turn of
the century.
First produced in 1832,
"Ah, Wilderness" deals with
a middle class family on the
fo unh of July, 1906. The plot
is elementary: boy loves girl,
girlrejectsboy,boyrunsoffto
loose woman , boy 1eams
lesson, girl learns lesson, bo'y
and girt fall in love forever.
The first two acts of the play
were sluggish. Dialogue came

slowly in some parts and it
was not until the third act that
the actors settled into their
roles. This problem was
especially noticeable in Peter
Jensen who plays the father.
His acting was satisfactory at
first but it wasn't until the
third act that his role became"
more iealistic.
Marrilee Benda was consistent in her role as the mother.
She excellently maintained the
balance between a disciplinar•
ian and a warm loving wife
and mother.
This was not true, however,
for Terry Foy who plays the
alcoholic, fun loving uncle .
While some of his drunken
actions were pulled off, his
more serious acting was
unbelievable. However, he
was
popular
with
the
audience.
Michael
Kramer,

ys the teen-aae

Munel, are excellent m the
third act when they sneak out
of the house and meet each
other on the beach at night .
The clumsiness of that very
first kiss and the dizzy-dreamy
state of that very first love
come across clearly to the
audience. ·
Color selection for the
costumes was effective in
depicting a more carefree era .
The set design was creative
and the rotating stage kept
things moving during scene
cha~ges. Music from the tum
of the century was played
and sung during scene •
changes which set the mood of
the play.
"Ah, Wilderness" will run
through Saturday. Perhaps by
closing night the rough edles
will be smoothed out.
Hopefully the performance
may prove worthy of more
continuous applause than the
short, unenth iastic applause
it received
nin night .

If
notice his subtle
,influences. For example, in
one scene, Bums shuts the TV ,
off as he mutters. "Reruns!'' .
It should be noted that Reiner
directed the Dick Van Dyke
show ... the onC Burns shut off:.
Also, TV followers should
enjoy knowing that Larry
Gelbart . who writes the
M•A•S•H• series. wrote this
screenplay.
Pacing was slow at times,
but snappy dialogue helped as
best it could. Too often. there
were lulls in the picture,. It
seemed as though the film
editor had fallen asleep at
ti~~!h:;~a[:! ~r~~at;ei~:.i \
~
win an Aca~y Award for his
'heavenly~ performance as Ctlrnniciepr,oiobyMlchaelLoltus
God, Bums is' the best thing in SCS actors Terry Pearson and Mike Kramer •nae! a
Continued on page 7
se.ne from "Ah, Wlldern&u!" In which the two

boy• dllCUU 'how to mNt glrlt' and what to do with
glrl1 after you have met them.

Photo exhibit. features 'quiet, somber pictures'
By DENNIS DAHLMAN
.Cb.ronlcle Arts Writer
Stephanie Torbert 's exhibit
of color photographs in the
Kiehle Gallery, though untitled. may well have been
called. "Reflections in Dream
Time at Sundown."
These quiet. somber pictures snapped in the dying
light of sundown are a s ubtly
surrealistic inventory of the
images of our time. They
iii.elude her perceptions of
buildings. telephone li§es,
freeways. lamp posts. neon
lights. skyscrapers and. even
art museums.
Shot in murky blues. greens
and a_mber golds. as if through

I

Photo review

a dark glass. the photographs
show a fine feeling for space
demanding close and precise
observatioii.
Filled with superimposi•
tions and reflections within
reflections, the photos mystify
and perplex the viewer by
their internally contending
forces.
For instance. there is a
photo of a Renaissance
painting showing a man with a
pitchfork and a yapping
hound. Both are nearly
obscured by an oblique light
glare on the painting 's surface
emphasizing the cracked oil

paint texture. This texture, in
tension with the man and dog,
as well as a row of buildings
reflected
in
the
lower
one-third of the picture, is
perhaps the real "subject."
Or is it? The picture is literally
becoming abstraction, and
abstract design leading back
to figuration . right before our
eyes.
There is an urgency about
these pictures. Photographed
late in the day. in a sinking
·sun, they prompt us to look
harder to see the images as if
they will suddenly be eclipsed .
by night. More than that. one
is aware of the sening sun in
them. The sun itself arrests
the attention. as if what is

photogyphed·. a building. tree
or highway, is only there to
capture and cast back the light .
AnotherofTorbert 's photos
shows a tiny muscleman ,
photographed from far above,
sun-bathing on a green tiled
roof. He seems to have just
fallen from a great height.
Another shows an a.rchitecturally nondescript Oriental·
Spanish, Southern Californian
house. basking serenely in the
sun-spotted shade beneath a
dusky blue sky. There is a very
interesting picture of a row of
buildings superimposed with a
Germanic musical score.
The exhibit is open until'
Nov. 4 in the Kiehle Visual
Arts Center Gallery.
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Student disc jockey c;onsiders self party clown
llytESLIE McKENZIE
_Chronicle Managing Editor

play," he sa id.
thing he does not like abOut two different public address hours straight.
"You have to understand
Being active in football
St. Cloud discos is the lack of systems, four large speakers,
dancing space. Tonight he two accoustic speakers and a the kind of mu sic the people poses a conflict with theatre
Everette Kimbrough is wants to demonstrate what large record collection.
want to hear and not what you activities, Kimbrou gh said.
going to keep a party alive "real deejaying" is all about.
"If my
whole
record want to hear, " he said. •·A Education is his main reason
"A D.J. is what livens a collection was
here we bad •D.J . can get booed out." for being at SCS but football
to~!f~~ ~ igtts
me the disco," Kimbrough said. "He wouldn't have time to hear it
If people are in a romantic also consumes much time.
clown
of
the party,• ' gets the people to talk and all," Kimbrough said.
'I don 't have time to
mood, Kimbrough said, he
Kimbrou2h said, '_'but I keep dan~- It is the man that spins
Tonight Kimbrough wiU be compensates and tries to play concentrate on just one thing
it going."
....
the<-t;_Ccords not the records usin2 stereo equipment do- as much slow mus ic as fast. except in the summer which is
Kimbrough, an SCS junior, you play.''
nated for the party by Sound He also prepares surprise centered on deejaying, ' ' he
is going to be the disc jockey
Originally from Alabama, Electronics.
.o. ~
treats for the audience . said.
(D.J.) at the Halloween disco Kimbrough finds it interesting
Tonight Kimbrough will
"You've got to hi"ve good Tonight
Kimbrough
may
party tonight at Newman to compare discos . He said equipment to make it sell ," perform a dance routine with concentrate on disco once
Terr.ace. It will be his first disco is better in Alabama Kimbrough said. "You don 't two of his cousins from more as he makes his St.
appearance as a D.J. in St. because the entertainment get the right tone when you Alabama.
Goud debut at Newman
Ooud.
"It might be more than the Terrace. Eventually he would
involves more than records. It ' have music coming out of the
''This party should be the involves different lighting same speaker your voice is audience can stand," Kim- like to have a disco showdown
Halloween weekend kick-off, " effects an.d equipment.
coming out of.''
brough said, "I hope nobody in St. Ooud and compete with
Kimbrough said. "Newman
· the disco bars until the wee
During the summer KimKimbrough said he learned faints!''
Center is ideal for dancing and brough lives with his family in very quickJy what role a D.J .
Kimbrough also has been hours of the morning .
disco music. The larger the . Ohio and works as a D.J. for a plays when he worked for the on the SCS- footba ll team for
"l love to compete,"
floor, the better it is for disco bar his aunt owns. Much first time in Ohio and three years. He is majoring in . Kimbrough said. "My philodancing.' '
of the equipment he owns is discovered he had to keep theatre and music. "Most sophy is talk and talk until I
Kimbrough said the only still in Ohio: tw:o turntables, people entertained for four anything I can touch I can can't talk anymore .''

1

t~~I-

SCS hosts speech festival, contest
Students from 25 high
schools will participate in a
high school speech festival
today at SCS.
Approximately 150 students--.
are expected from central
Minnesota schools according
to Donald Sikkink, speech
communication professor and
festival director.
Each school may register up
to five students who may
compete in one or two events
in speaking and interpretation
categories. Ten students will
compete in a special event, the

speaking events and three
interpretation ev.ents.
_ Persuasive,
extemporaneous and after-dinner speak•
ing will be the main events in
the speaking category. Inter•
pretation
events
include
interpretation ...of prose, dra•
matic literature and program
on a theme.
Ul}iversity
faculty
and
advanced speech students will
evaluate the students. Most
schools will judge one event.
Certificates of merit will be
given to students who earn a

~:~:~~~~·w1ftc;e~~~i~th~~: . ~ur:~~itI!!:g a:a:~yw~~e~~

presented to all persons who
receive a superior rating in
two events. Championship
and runner-up trophies will be
awarded for the hexathon.
The festival will end with a 6
p.m. awards banquet in
Atwood Center ballroom.
Participants will be guests
of the SCS theatre department ·- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - '
at 8 p.m. for performance of
"Ah, Wilderness ," a comedy Oh, God!
much worse!
by Eugene O' Neill.
The film's f-"lts are few.
Overall, the message is
Continued from page 6
positive, and "Oh, God\ " is
Recycle This
recommended to anyone in
0f~~1:!~;:~
Chronicle
sear~h ?f , a fun a!ld funny
~- - - - - - - - - - and Denver would have looked evening.
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"Roek for Real Roek & Rollers"

Atwood Ballroom
Thurs. ,Nov. 3 8 p.m:
Sponsored •by ABOG Concert Committee
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You owe yourself aJ1 Oly, Pabst, Miller, Bud, Lite ...
-

This ston· was written from
materlal OOmplled by Chronlcle staff members Sue
Brandl, Janke Detty and
Glenn Vlctorey .
Do you realty owe yourself
an Oly?
Last week. three Chronicle
s1aff members decided to taste

disappeared very fast. .. unfortunately. the beer didn't. The
body had very little substance
and it tasted like colored
water .
Miller beer came next with
the head again disappearing.
Of the first three, Miller
seemed to be the best in

t:;~/~:r~l:rd~;~ne~s t~f ,~!:~-~
beer bran ds which see med to
be a cross-sectio n of the most
popu lar beers on the market.
All the beers tested we re
strong. not 3.2.
The beer was refrigerated,
then taken out one can at a
time to preve nt it from
warming to room temperature. One person poured all
12 cans into ide ntical glasses
to assure an accurate reading
of the foam.
Rating was on a scale of one
to 10. one being the worst bee r
and 10 being the best. The
beers were rated on six
qualities: head. body. general
taste, strength. bitterness and
afteMaste.
The three testers ate cheese
and crackers between each
beer to remove the beer taste
from their mouths.
The first beer teste11 was
Schlit z. The gene ra.I taste was I
very good. but the aftertaste
was poor . The head seemed to
hold up .well. a nd did not
disappear as fast as some ,of
the others did.
Next came Lit e. The head

~~t~~a~i!~!:~~sthere was very
Fourth in line was Old
Milwaukee. h had a definite
aft ertaste. The general taste
and the aftertase we re both
rated very high.
Budweiser made the testers

Beer rating chart
~,.
.~.,,
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#

~

,I
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8

4

4

8

8.5

7

7

1

3

5

4.5

•

Ganera l Ta_ste 8

1

2

3

4.5

Strongne11

8

1

•

7

10

Bittern ...

3.5

8

0.5

2

2.5

AftertHte

2

•

5

9.5

8

... 5

24.5

32.5

32.5

38

Tot•I

A beau tifull y acted film ... the performances are all supe rb. Kathleen
Quinlan 's performance as Deborah truly
illuminates the whole film . She is so
terribl y co nvi ncing in this impossi bly
demanding rol e t hat there is little doubt
that we will be seeing a great deal of her
in the future ."
-Kathleen Carroll , New York Daily News
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An inte rest ing note is that Oly ~ to the last beer tested. The
has allegedly been losing its taste was very soothing. The
popu larity fast.
head was excelle nt and the
Pabst was ninth on the list. only fau lt was its bitterness.
Th ere
was
hard ly
any ~ The final beer was Cold
bitterness. The only problem Spring. After hearing about
was the aft ertaste a nd what an how allegedly bad it is, the
afte rtaste !
testers fou nd this was not true
~ent h was Special Export compared to some of the
which many rate as one th e others. This was just an
best beers around . Th e head average beer.
was great. but t0e bitterness
The taste testers do not
was rated a bitter one! The claim to be beer expeMs a nd
only good thing a bout this never did. They tried to rate
beer is that the raters did not beers according to a com mon
drink all of it.
, person's tastes.
Kegle Brau was the second 1

grimace. It was the strongest
of all th e beers tasted. The
aftertaste was a lso rated high .
Schmidt beer was the si:ir:th
beer tasted. The beer was very
pleasa nt and it semed to be
the best balanced one we
fou nd overall .
Next in line was Heileman
Light. The beer tasted like
wa:ir:. The head was good and it
took a long time to go down .
The biggest letdown was
Olympia. The taste testers
could not find one thing wrong
with it, but then . there was
nothing good about it e ither!

.~
~l~tt;n1

Bibi Andersson ·Kathleen Qu inlan •Sy lvia Sidney
Ma rtine Ba rllell · Lo rraine Ga ry · Signe Hasso
Susa n Tyrre ll· Diane Va rsi
h •lu,i•r ,,oouun Roge r Corman & Da ni e l H. Blalt
,,oou~db, Edga r J. Sche rick & Te rence F. Deane
sc,--.,1., b, Gavin Lambe rt •"" l ewis lo hn Ca rlino
h..-don• no,•lb, Hanna h G reen · o .. «1t<1b, Antho ny Page
A Scher ick/Blall Produ cti o n · A Fadsin Cinema Film
A~ N
_ e7w~ W
'c-io rld Piclur,.•===~
Ir.c---,,--c,
Now Signet Paperb,1c k j
jR ~ ESTRICTED- 1
in

,,1s

&

9,00"'1M!:f1MI NOW

~-~

&~

~

~

~

~1-·

~

c,•

10

4

8

5

4

•

3

•

8.5

7

8

8

1

8.5

7

8

.

5

8.5

7.5

2

5

5

4

5

1.5

1

1

7

5

4

1

2

7.5

41.5

34

29.5

30

18

41

HELD -OVER 2nd Week!!

8.5

...
8

38.5
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Academic improvements
goal of review programs
By LESLIE JOHNSON
Chronicle Staff Writer

science, English , physics and
astronomy, and~ the Campus
Laboratory School.
Andrew Nappi will coor•
dinate the six-year project. He
has
had
experience
in
handling such programs,
according to Johnson.
•Pres. Graham, Johnson, the
department's dean and faculty
members will review the
written reports.
' 'These reports are intended to be open. Whether
the departments will hold
open meetings is up to them.
I'm sure students will be
interested in the findings of
the external reviews, as well,' '
Johnson said.
Another benefit of · the
reviews is to inform the faculty
of new and better methods in
the field, he said.
Carleton College in North•
field is the only other
Minnesota university or col•
lege to have a review system.
"We're hoping to show that
we are sure of our programs
and that we are ope n to
suggestions of improvement,''
Johnson said.
He designed the review
evaluation s after coming to
SCS in July, 1976.
"Credit is also due to Pres.
Graham, we worked it out
between us," he said.

External re.views involving
all SCS academic departments
and
programs
will
be
conducted over the next six
years and the first review was
last week in the industrial
education department.
The evaluations are designed to find strengths and
weaknesses of SCS programs
and suggest ways of improve•
ment.
A review panel consists of
two or three experts in the
field who visit the departments for about three days.
They attend classes, i,itei-view
Chronlcie photo t,y Michael Loftu•
studentS, examine the bud, Sitting at her post In .Garvey Commons, Fern
names and laces so she can greet each student gets and then submit a written
report to the university,
~~~~=
' 'The program will cost
about S15,000 a year, but we
consider it a good investment.
A few good suggestions will
more than pay for the
program," David Johnson,
vice-president for academic
affairs, said. "Looking at a
system that spends S10 million
every year, S15,000 to review
come to mind, and in a few new day is a challenge, and just what that system is doing
By DAVE THOUIN
minutes a John will come you find out something new." is well spent."
CbN>nkle Staff Writer
through the line,'' she ..said.
Fern and the other ladies
Eight departments will be
Depending on a student' s rotate stations as a change of reviewed each year on a
"Hi, Dave. Hi Jeff. Hi Sue.
Hi Mary, " continues Fern attitude, Fern will make it a pace, which helps them meet volunteer basis. This year the
Hertzberg's greeting as she point to either reniember or new people. She said she also departments to be reviewed
checks off meal pass numbers forget a student.
likes to see which names are include art, psychology, earth
during the noon and evening
" I have been places and I the most popular. This year ,
meals at Garvey Commons.
will see one of the former she has found that names such
fem, who has worked at students, and I will remember as Jeff, Brad, Sue, Mary, Pam
Garvey 'for 12 years, began his - name ~-~ without · any and ~ Katie are the most
popular.
.
learning only the meal pass problems," she said.
Fern said she has found that
· numbers . She later realized
"Every year the kids seem people with the name Brian
that the numbers change from
quarter to quarter and when to get better. Young people have brown eyes and curly
any of the students greeted are the greatest and l think hair; Johns have blond hair
her downtown she only knew ~:~5~el t~at when you see . and Plue eyes. Girls are
harder because there are a lot
them by their numbers.
more names for girls and there
Fern said she loves the is not a definit~ pattern ,
Conseq·uently, she began to
students
and
has
no
qualms
associate names with faces.
according to Fern.
"Most of the names suit the about asking the students for
"If I have trouble with
help whenever she needs it. · some of the names, 1 try to link
_p erson," Fern said .
She said some of her happiest the name with someone or
Sometimes she can remem• memories are when the
familiar to me . You
ber 50 names in a row, then a students wish her a Merry something
should see the sparkle in the
few new people will come in , Christmas , Happy Mother' s eves of some of these kids
and then she will remember 50 Day or
Happy
Easter. when you remember their
more names.
However, she also enjoys the names. It makes their day
summer vacations and the cOmpletc," Fern said.
' "One of the amazing things breaks during the ·school year.
"What amazes me is that if
about seeing all the students
"If you treat the young kids the kids remember my na'me,
is that some (lays they will be
then
I find it easy to remember
coming by so fast I don 't have right , they will treat you ;ight, their names.•·
SUN.-THURS.
time to see who the person is. making the names easier to

~=~~~:a.~h::; ~~,::•'~~•

•a~C::~:!! personally;

Garvey employee enjoys job,

remembers students' names

TACO JOHN·s.,

TACO SPECIAL
3 HARDSHELL
TACOS FOR

$1.00
OCTOBER 27-28

-

Then a name like John will

remember. she said. "Every

OFYOURTIME

-COULDSAVE
AFRIEND'S UFE.
ln tht time it fa kl"s ro<lri\"<'
your frie nd home. you could savl"
h is hft .
llyour Fricnd"s bt't'n Jrink,ng
too much, h...- shouldn" t OI.- ,!nv,ng
J"h...- ilutomobil,· c r.i sh i~ th<.'
numbt"'I- on(• cause of <1...-a1h of
p,.-.:ipll" your ilil,C .'\ ml the iro ni c
thing is thal the drun k dri\"ers

RITA is coming!
Nov. 7

IOMINUIIS

respon~1blt for ki lh ng young prop le
are most C'hen other vou.ig pt'l)plt .
'fak.-ten minutes Or twen ty.
Or :i11 hour Dn\"e y,,ur fm·nJ
home l"ha1·~ all If ~ou can"t ,lo
th,iL c,111 a c.i t- Or kt him ~ICt"pon
your.:um·h
·.
\\ ...-·re no1 Js l,ng y~•u IO be
adoc1orOfJ<"OP Justa friend

11 a.m .• 12 p.m.
FRI. & SAT. 11' a.m.-1 a.m.

&

10th A\·e. No. and Flnit Street

9 8 pm

. PAC Stage 1

HALLOWEEN SPE.CIAL
[ :~~~; All Night Halloween
Pitcher of Beverage $1.00
with the purchase of a
medium or large pizza
llmlt of 1 per pizza

Mon. - Fri. 5:00 p.m. - 2:00 a .m.
Sat . 8:00 p.m. • 2:00 a.m.

253-2131

Sun. 5:00 p.m. • 12 a.m.
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FALL PUN WEEK
AT

~IN€0CN ~XU<JI:

FRID~Y-SAT~RDAY _

9:00-1:0(r

N'EVAQfs!SYIIHa ;

(Larry Long, fiddlin Peter Watercott. Roy Hood)

SATURDAY-SUNDAY

NQOn ti1 Midnight

~ 1 J:_

.

Sponsored by THE MINNESOTA BLUEGRASS and OLD TIME
MUSIC ASSOCIATION - Musicians will be coming from throughout
the state ~.,.rJl'\·L.ti· ?RII play alon,1

.f'ai}d,~illi!,~d aftllllii/

MONDAY 8:00-12:00

Hlitt~)WEEN ~TY
~

·

~ ~ O U C.Of\. •••
~-Iii 11!.iJi( '.:ash prizes for the most original
costume. -Door prizes, games, skits ...... .
A total night of fun for the crazies.

TUESDAY 8:00-1:00
POETRY . ANl>.MfJ61-@'ft"5f■
I 26 L~liln Ave; SE
~1911 ,E i 11 • .krnelri ~

2a3,.(,,i[o6fl'

-0 1',-talon.•ln IEN. •llf: CIDdd 11

.\n evening of Poetry, Music, t- - - - wme & cheese
FEATU~ING
William Meissner, Michael Hall, John Peterson,
, Marcia Jagorzinske, Brian Spe_rb_~E!!..¾ David Feela.

FREE HUSKY FOOTBAU. TICKET$
The firms listed below have purchased a limited supply of football tickets for the Sl Cloud State University
"Huskies'' vs Southwest State University football game on Saturday, Oclllber 29th.
These tickets will be giwn away upon request, one to each adult, until noon on Saturday or until their
supply is depleted.

-

These participating firms support the football program at Sl Cloud State and urge all Sl Cloud Area footlJaU
fans to attend this game, which is the last home game on the "Huskies" schedule.

ARA FOOD SERVICE
GUNDERSON, MORAVEC
BENUSA TV & APPLIANCE
HERBERGER'S
BROWN PHOTO
JC PENNEY CO.
THE CAMERA SHOP
LIBERTY LOAN & THRIFT
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
MID STATE TILE CO.
CONTINENTAL PRESS
NISKERN AGENCY INC.
DAIN, KALMAN & QUAIL INC.
ST. CLOUD DODGE INC.
EICH MOTOR CO. INC.
SCHWANBERG-BOLSTA ASSOC.
FANDEL'S
SECURITY FEDERAL
WIMMER OPTICIANS

.

GET YOUR TICKm EARLY · LATE COMERS MAY BE DISAPPOINTED
.

REGULAR ADMISSION AVAILABLE AT THE GATE
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When David had open heart surgery
not long ago, he needed six vital
· units of blood, type O Neg. All of it
-was obtained, processed and provided by the Red Cross blood center.
We're not the heroes of this
lifesaving story (the six wonderful
b lood donors should get the medals). But we (and other voluntary
blood centers) do need lour continued sapport Blood,<1<_ou know,
doesn't grow on trees. It comes from
donors. Like you. And we
need more people like
yo1;1. Call your Red Cross
or other voluntary blood
center soon. Please.

We're.

counting
on
you.

The Good Neighbor.

RITA is coming!
Nov. 7&9 8pm
PACS e 1
8lCp8l1 rapalr

r--...

GAil?c1:?c~

YOU DESERVE SOME CREDIT
•• YOU'VE EARNED 11

,::,

'
I-

Once you 've earned a college
degree, Ford Motor Credit
Company thinks you've earned
the opportunity to have credit
too. That's-why we developed
a finan~e~n that giv.es
.
speciar consideration to cotlege
graduates 'and seniors within
four months of graduating. · ·
If you -presently have a job
or can supply proof of future
employment, you may be eligible
for financing on any new Ford
or Lincoln-Mercury product. Anetthis financing can be tailored to fit your
own personal budget-from delaying your
first payment for up to three months, to a plan where
your monthly payments start out small and gradually
increase each, year-even 48 month tiriancing, if needed.•·
If you don't have a job lined up just yet, keep Ford Credit in mind, because you
can still take" advantage of this special plan for up to one year after you graduate.
Ford Ci-edit wants to give you the credit you deserve. Ask for us at any Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer.

March of Dimes
March of Dimes
To protect the unborn
and the newborn

"Where permllted by Jaw.

.

• · For eKample, contract daled December 1S, 1911; Cash Price SS,300.00; Total Down Paymen·r
$800.00; Amount Financed s,,soo.OO; FINANCE CHARGE $1,806.09; ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
RATE 14.35% ; Delerred Payment Price $1,406.09.
Payment schedule: firs/ payment due March 1S, 1918; 45 paymenrs consisting ot: first 9 monthly
payments ol $111.40; nl lft 9 monthly payments of S1_3D.85 ; next 9 monthly payments of $145.84 ;
naKI 9 monthly payments ol $162.55; and 9 monthly payments ol $111.31.

•....

-

...-
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Ouon~ photOI by Mlc:NIII Lofu,111 .

lelt, P•m Wittwer Htl to receive • Hive In the Huski• 1011 to th• University of i Mlnnqot1 WfKlnesday. Right, StKy Cuskaden goes up for a spike.

Gophers win battle of top two volleyball teams<!>
By JOHN MIKES
Chronicle Sports Writer
In a battle of the top two
large-school volleyball teams
in the state, the University of
Minnesota defeated SCS 2-1
Wednesday at Halenbeck
Hall.
As a result the Gophers will

now probably be the top seed
at the Minnesota Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women tournament at Macalester Nov. 4-5.
The Huskies, playing with•
out their top hitter Kris
Carlton who is out with a back
injury, dropped the first game
8-15, then rallied from a 9- 1

deficit to take the second - real good," Glowatzke said.,
game 15-13 before losing the "And without those then you
last game and the match 3-15. can't hit anyway. Later when
we had a chance to hit we were
"We didn't execute any- dunking when maybe we
iii:!ne Gf~~·;tzt!~~id . ~~~ should "have been hitting .'\
were a little tight and a little
In the first game , Minne•
worried. The players missed sota broke on top 3-0 behind
Kris' leadership on the floor. the hitting of Patti HagemCyBecause of the lineup change er. The Huskies came back to
they weren't used to playing . tie on a spike by Wahl. a
where they wer~ playing.''
~t:it~r
Without Carlton the Husk- again at 4-4 on a spike by Pam'
ies' were short of hitting Wittwer.

r::

::\f;~: 3~J~~a

ru:~a~i~hb~~~h:t:e:st~~; t:!

But the Gophers t00k the

whole stOry, Glowatzke said.
"Our first passes were not
good and our setting wasn't

~:~kt:~e: a~fsdco~~;~h: fib:~
five points of the game to win
going away 15-8.

The second game opened
exactly as the first one had
closed when Minnesota jumped out to a quick 9-1 lead .
After a time-out SCS came
back with some clutch hittirig
by
Wittwer
and
Stacy
Carstaden to score 10 straight
points.
Minnesota tied it back up at
13-13 but Wahl's spike
made it 14-13 and the
Huskies won when Minnesota's Julie , Christensen hit
into the net.

The third game, though,
was all •Minnesota. -The

~~,=~~ jt~~~~~~~

I~~

tt~ea
nine points for their 15-3 win.
win .

The Huskies are now 18-10
on the season as they head to
LaCrosse,
Wis.,
for
a
triangular with the University
of Wisconsin-LaCrosse and
Marquette University.

Men's cross country team seeks
conference championship Saturday
Seeking to defend 'their
conference title, the SCS
men's cross country team
heads
to
the
Northern
Intercollegiate
conference
(NIC) championships at Michigan'Tech University Saturday.
SCS and Mankato State
University wilt=t>-e· the pre-race
favorites, according to SCS
coach Bob Waxlax. Mankato
beat the Huskies at the St.
John's University Invitational
earlier this year when SCS was
without two of it's top
runners.
Co-captain Dave Renneisen
dropped out with a stomach
·problem and Tony Shockency
was bothered by a cold and did
not run. Both are expected to
be healthy Saturday.
"Our team is injury free ,'"
Waxlax said, "with the

exception of Chuck Roach who
has a knee injury . We won:t
know whether Chuck will be
read until Saturday. Right
nC,W it is in the trainer's
hands. "

St. John's . Anderson and
Wieker were seventh and 10th .
respectively .
The race will be run on a
10.000 meter course at
Ponage Lake golf club near
Houghton, Mi. The course wl.11
be new to all teams with the
exception of Tech, Waxlax
said.

Each team will field seven
runners. The places of the top
five from each team will be
totaled to determinC the
team's score. Besides Shock"We (the coaches) were
ency, Renneisen and Roach, told that the course consisted
Waxlax is taking co-captain of rolling terrain," Waxlax
Ralph Edwards, John Sybil- said. "Well , to us coaches,
rud, Jeff Pagel and Chuck rolling terrain can mean
Krueger. An alternate runner anything from a mountain to a
will be taken in the event that molehill."
Roach :ir anyone else cannot
SCS is seeking its 10th NIC
run.
cross country title. Mankato
won the first conference
Mankato's top five
are championship in 1965. SCS
expected to be Joe Kreutz, then won eight straight
Lee Anderson, Lane Wicker, conference titles until MoorBernie Wilder and Jerry head State University won in
Skalsky. Kreutz was third at 1974 and 1975.

---------N-O--N--S-.-M-.-,..0--K-E_R_S
_________, ~!ct!~:!·~~m...~l~er~ra::s ·c!!.~mpt blocted by MlnftftOt..
SPEAK UP NOW FOR YOUR RIGHT TO BREATHE CLEAN AIR
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Scoreboard ·Football Huskies to face Southwest
NIC FOOTBALL

in final home appearance Saturday
w

L

T

w

L
1
2
2

T

After :- bsorbing a 20-0 Eischens and John .Senden.
defeat at the University of Strong safety Larry Peterson,
Minnesota-Morris, SCS re- cornerbacks Brian Meck and
turns to Selke Field Saturday Tom Abrahamson and free
3
ICS
2
to face Southwest State safety Paul Fischenich form
5
Southwest State
1
6
University in the Huskies' the defensive backfield.
Michigan Tech
1
5
6
final home appearance of the
"Southwest is an improved
Winona State
0
5
season.
team and after the win over
The Huskies enter the Michiglih Tech, will be
R..ultl laturday
Oam• S.tunllly
contest with a 2-3 mark in the
M lnnnot•Morrl1 20, SCS O.
SCS Olfense
Moorhead State 49, Winona State Mlnnt10t•Duluth at St. Thomas
Northern Intercolle.R;iate ConMlnnet0t•Morrls at Winona
. 7.
TE-Ron Kaczor
ference (NIC) and a 3.5
State
Southweat State 29, MH:hlgan
LT-Chip Cox
record overall . The Golden
Moorhead State at Bemidji State
Tech 25.
LG-Jeff Martin
Mustangs
own
a
1•4
NIC
Southwelt
State
at
ICS
Mlnneaot•Duluth 21, Mankato 6.
G-Carl Larson
record
and
are
1-6
on
the
Weber State 31, Bemidji State 28. Michigan Tech at Ferris State
AG-Randy Wlsdorl
season.
AT-Dave Dlrkes
Southwest, under the leadSB-Curt Sauer
VOLLEYBALL
CROSS COUNTRY
WA-Steve Kovach
ership of first-ye ar coach Lew
OB-Tom
Murch
Shaver, claimed its first •
TuNdey
WOffl9fl
FB-Brtan McGrath
SCS 15-15-15, St. Benedict 's victory in over two years h,st
TB•Rlck Theisen
Saturday with 29-25 triumph
SCS et Mankato State Invitational 3-9-4.
over Michigan Tech.
Southwnt State 011.,, ..
,..Wednesday
The Mustangs' offense is
Men
TE-Mike Fenske
Minnesota 15-13-15, SCS 8-15--3 ,
led by senior quarterback
LT-Art Jensen
Larry Gilbertson. He accumuLG.J im Schultz
SCS at NIC Championships at Saturday
lated
over
700
yards
through
Houghton , Ml.
G-Monte Roberts
SCS at UW-LaCrosse
the air last year as he is noted
AG-Ken Hooker
for a strong arm and is also a
AT-Rick Barringer
WR-At Schelnhaus
capable runner. Lining up
WR-Tom
Richardson
behind Gilbertson will be
QB-Larry GIibertson
runningbacks Bo Scott and
AB-Cun Weber
Curt Weber. The wide
AB-Bo Scott
receivers are Al Scheinhaus
and Tom Richardson, and the
tight end is Mike Fenske.
By C. FREUNDSCHUH
teams. Their victories include
NAIA All-District 13 guard
Chronicle Sport.a Wrtter
an unofficial first place at the Ken Hooker anchors the
Open Meet at St. Cloud , a first offensive line With tackles Art
With hopes of winning the at the St. Olaf Invitational and Jensen and Rick Barringer,
meet for the second consecu: a near-perfect 18-39 win guard Jim Schultz, and center
tive year, the SCS women's over the
University
of Monte Roberts.
cross country team will Minnesota-Duluth .
Tackles Brian Mann and
. compete Saturday at the
Kate Krippner, Lori Hayne, Duane ' Fier and e nds Clint
Mankato State University Linda Guck, Ann Erickson and Isaackson and Paul Forte form
-Invitational. ~,.
Toni Bourne are expected to the front line of the' Mustang
SCS coach Kare n Thompson be the top flve for SCS. 4-3 defence. The linebackers ' - - - - - Jerry
Zeise,
Mark
is not ye't sure what teams will Bourne has been bothered by are
bC competing. She thinks that tendenitis in a knee but has
V
the College of St. Olaf will be been improving , Thompson
in attendance along with said.
,
Mankato of course.
Elizabeth Hartwick, Diane
" Those two will be the ones Havier and Beth Strange
to go after ," Thompson said. along with Carleton's Jeanne
The Huskies were defeated .Reynolds are expected to be
by St. Olaf at last week's finishing high individually.
" Carleton College Invitational
As at last week's Carleton
for the first time this season. Invitational, the Huskies'
SCS had beaten them three performance will depend on
previous times .
the team's health, Thompson
The gently rolling course at said.
Mankato is expected to bring
"Bourne has been coming
times down, according to on strOTiger with every mee t,"'
Thompson.
she said. "But she is still
"Even though the course is hurting," she said. '' We' re
harder than our own, it 's a lot hoping to beat St. Olaf and
easier than St. Olaf and come up with some good
Carleton College courses."' times. We'll have to have a
Thompson sa id .
good meet to beat them right
Nov. 7&9 8 pm
SCS has not placed lower now with the injuries we·ve
than second this season, and.- bcen experiencing.'"
has defeated a total of 14 •
Minnesota-Morris
Bemidji State
Mlnnet0t•Duluth
Moorhead State

5
5

•

'

0
0
2
2
3

•
•

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7

•

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Women's cross country team
to compete at Mankato State

WfJre

counting

on
you. ·

emotionally ready to play us, "
SCS coach Mike Simpson said.
"They run some basic plays
and execute very well . Their
quarterback (Gilbertson) and
wide receiver (Scheinhaus)
have been around ahwile and
are skilled ballplayers. "
Southwnl State DefenH
LE-Clint 1~-1ackson
LT-Brian Mann
RE-Paul Fotte
LLB-Jerry Zeise
M LB-Mark Eischens
ALB-John Senden
LCB-Brlan Meck
RCB-Tom Abrahamson
FS-Paul Fischenich
SS-Larry Peterson
SCS Defense
LE-Steve Wagner
LT-Tim LaPlant
NG-Dave Regner
RT-Al Koglin
RE-Dean Mathiason
LLB-Scott Dreier
ALB-Mark Eldred
LCB-Glenn Street
ACB-Dan Newbauer
FS-Gary Frericks
RB-Keith Nord

This
]Jewspaper is .
Needed for
Recycling

wow

YOUR STEREO ALBUM STATION

14S0om

Jm104.1

24 HOUR STEREO

lledeioss

RITA is coming!
PAC Stage I

Sip Into something

~ ~ h i e ~_
So smooth. Easy to sip. Delicious!
Cornfort*'s unlike uny other liquor.
It tastes good just poured over lee.
That's why it makes mixed drinks
"taste much better, too .

.

Southern
Comfort"
great with:
Cola • Bitter lemon
Tonic• orange juice

Squirt. .. even milk

~I

.-~·~• ~ .·:Jo .

, .'.'::.--'t-
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a:~!~~-ed~ours,

~~~~!~~ t0Ww~~!Rt~~!:t1:~~;

l ~~~~~~~ ~1~.5~.-1:30 a.m. ~2 per

·

Tha folloWlng 11st of Jobs ■ra SALESPERSON : peraon to sell
avallalbe through Iha Student · ads for paper . 4 - 9 p.m., Mon. Employment Sar1lc• (SES] thlt Thurs., or 4 • g p .m., Thurs. -

•

:

_

wNk:

Sun., S2 .50 per hour plus mlleage

~paid. Must have own car.

I..

tfOUsing

•w•A•N•T•e0•,•TW_O_g•1a•,•,.-,•
..-,.
apartment with two others at
Oaks 1505, 129. Starting winter

~~~;~c~~~~68R

glrla. Luxury,
llvlng In new house close to
~~f-~~~nl,8h2~ , 1~~w~~:~. c:::
tral air and heat, laundry .
Information call 253-8◄ 57 .
ROOMS TO share for malff or
females. $75/month . 929 7th
Ave. So . 251-0924.
OPENING FOR winter quarter In
house occupied by men . Fully
furnished. TV, ofl-etreet parking
with plug-Ins . One block oll
campus. $180/quarter. 927 6th
Ave. South. 251-6370or 253-7243.
VACANCY FOR 1 girl to share
Nov. 1. $65/month. 319 4th Ave .
So. 253-6606.
CO-ED DORMITORY housing
. with downtown locatlon avallable
for etudents monthly or quarterly.
For In formation call 253-914◄ or
253-1100.
FEMALE GRAD student looking
for roommate for winter quarter
or 100ner. 255-3485 .
VACANCY FOR winter •nd
spring women to share. See Sara
at 815 5th Ave. So. or call
252-0444.
OPENING FOR Hveral men at
1013 5th Ave. S. Close to campus.
S195
per
quarter.
Cooking
facllltles, washer, dryer Included.
Csll 251-6619.
VACANCY FOR winter and
spring women to ehare. See Sara
at 815 5th Ave. South or call at
252-04◄◄.
CLEAN RESPECTABLE male to
share apartment with ◄ others ½
block from campus. C811 John
253-53-40 .
AVAILABLE
NOV . S150/month
14. Apart-.
ment
for 1-2 people.

j

~~~:'~~~hc~~ded . ~908 morn-

student from St. Cloud. Please
call collect. Tom
O'Malley,

Worldwlde travel . Summer Job or
career. Send SJ tor lnlormatlon

~2p~~r REPORTS and appUca-

~:~F:n~'a1:,p~:-:::~~ 20◄9.,
..,._ _ _"'!!!!'_ _ _...,

tlon letters professionally prepared on an IBM typewriter .

~~~E~~~A~~~s~Y:;~.~~~

dav or nloht . 252-2532 .

~~: ~ln:':ei~:"::~el~~~:
typewriter. Kathy 253-1879.
MARY KAY coameUca. FrN
dellvery. 253-1178.
Will DO any typing. 252-8398.
DISCOUNT ON wedding lnvllaIlona. 252-9786.
PLANTS NEED homff, too, buy
1S0me at the Atwood main desk.
Various kinds available, Including
hanging pots.
BEFORE YOU aay, It's lo ■ t,
check at the Atwood main desk
for any lost articles.
STUDENT SAVINGS on th.. tre
tickets
to
the
Hays
and
Paramount
theatres
at
the
Atwood main desk ticket booth
sold from 7 a.m-10 p.m. nightly .
150 REWARD FOR Information
leading to persons vandallzing
and stealing from ellver Camero
parked In Clot after 4 a.m. 10 /15
Dan 255-4491.
RUMMAGE SALE
Episcopal
church 380-◄th Ave. So. 8
a.m.-noon . Oct. 29.
CLASSICAL
AND
beginning
guitar Instruction. 252-4253 after
a p.m. "
IT WON'T r..lly be hallowH n
unleu
you
come
to
the
Halloween-disco party at Newman Terrace tonight. Disco
music, free popcorn , reduced
price If you wear a costume.
Games, prizes.
TYPING DONE promptly, aceurately, reasonable. For prof eaalonal service, call the Secretariat
253-7683._ _ _ _ _ __
.;.;..,..,

I

-: '- -For Sale

WANTED GIRL to share modern
two bedroom apartment with
three others. One block from
campus. Avallable winter quarter. Ca11 253-7529.
OAK LEAF 2 bedroom apartment . Nov . 253-◄422.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted
tor co-ed house - $90 ( + l utllltles .
Available ~ Nov . 1 . Nice hOuse
completely furnished . Call 252-

'67
PLYMOUTH
ORIGINA.L
owner, excellent maintenance
records Auto Trans. snow tires
hitch good mlleage. Best olfer.
St. Joseph , 363-8687.
GAS HEATER for VW 12 volt call
after ◄ :30 Brian 253-9236. $65.
TOURNAMENT
FOOSBALL
Table. Only used one month . $200
Chris . 253-4303.
TOP QUALITY speaker systems.

~:~SONABLE RATE for room,.
Avallable by week, month, or
quarter call 251-4540.
WANTED: SINGLE glrl to share
furnished apartment with 3 others
off atreet parking, 251-7732
daytime , 252-5215
evenings.
Near college and downtown .
WANTED TWO famalff to share
large room In house . Avallable
Nov. 1st. Close to SCS. S60 per
month plus one-third utllltles.
Csll 398-8081 a.m . or 252-6700
and ask for Karen .
VACANCY FOR 2 girls •crou

=~;:~ir!he~s~~l~~,Yf~~
3612 .
SNOW SHOES, Vermont Tubbs
Mlchlgans . Seldom used. $20.
251-4139 .
'82 COMET WAGON. Runt well.
Beat offer. 253-0427 after ◄ p.m.
PANASONIC STEREO racelver
and AKAi _ 1800 50 rellable
8-track recorder. Must sell. $175
each . Dave 255-4219 or 25>38◄2 .
1977 NORDICA METEOR Ski
boots $195 retail wlll sell for S110
elze 7 \fl-Wtll flt men 's 8-9 shoe
size also Oacheteln ski boots size

_..-1:i°:er
!~~~;~: a~:::abl~~rn~~:~e
253-3680 . Ask for Shella.

I

Attention

BIBLE CONTRADICTION: I am
merciful said the lord , and I wlll
. not keep anger forever. (Jer .
111 .1 2.) Ye have kindled a fire In
mine anger, which shall burn
forever. (Jer. xvii. ◄.) I do not sign
my name because of the abuse
that would ~result . The pusagea
are documented . "What" Is said
here la . lmoortant . not "who"
said .it.
ATTENTION GUYS and gata.
Avon X-maa apeclals. Call:
Wendy, 4373, Shoemaker; Laura
253-8447, HIii-Case and Mltche11;
Mary, 2683, Sherburne; Melodie,
3391 , Holes ; Nancy, 3437, Benton
Stearns, Carol ; Mary, 2744
Mltchell .
WATCH-LADIES found. Call

~oe~~ ~=ri

:~s;:~nC:! 1
21
INCH

~~~~;~~~f•~~u':e~
ADMIRAL

a.--.1.1

!

There are numerous BABV-SITTING and PERSONAL SALES

~~l~~R~;mpe~:,~est~rr~~R~;- ~~=sa::~~b1e. Hours, days , and
pluas. Must have car and know
If vou are lnterffted In eny on•
th!3 city. Hours, days arranged. ol th..• openings plwe atop In
1
1
,.;sdefi~~~~es~~r ~~~
CLERICAL : person to work for

f::~=

;0: ~;!~~-~:!~~~!~~ 8~:r::,::

~~lgh~,:~:13 a~nd 8~11 !!:r::ne~ temporary office ':°~pany. Must
welcome.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Deb Crowe
you mother from all
your
chlldren .
BETS, WHOEVER h.. rd ol a
ranger that doesn 't drink beer?
Have a happy 21st birthday.
HAPPY 20th SHAWN and
Chuckles you are now a full-time
fledged sprout . You made ii!
ATTENTION WOMEN! Romance
and kissing lea1S0ns. Sign up for
winter quarter or call 255-3654
and ask for Mark JenlSOnl
BARRY: HOW are you? The
Hoverettes even miss youl
THE RED Ked Kid nNda
9th Ave. & St. Germain
hangers, but ien't sure If they
should be for clothes or her neck .
Midterms are a real pain and
she's losing sleep over them ...
GOT THE HallowMn spooks?
Celebrate! Come haunt the
Halloween-d isco party at Newman Terrace tonight!
LATER ACE I got to go.
TERRI G. and Tammy A.
Thanks for making Saturday night
one we'll never forget. Dave and ·
Jeff .
YES, WE wlll tNeh you to pick a
five string banjo. Call for an
appointment, Four Winds Music,
252-5881. ooen dallv till 9 P.m.
TOOCHIE, WHY are you leavlng
ua IO soon!?
HOW ARE you "D" woman?
RENA IS a W. T. II

GERMAIN MOTOR INN

·DINNER SPECIALS
Monday-Friday
251-4540

"Mavbe
it will
~

:

Tf,e(/\,e mo~t'
, cjangqau,_ ..
:..lNDrdsm1Qt:"
,. £oglWoi

OAMSEL

REDFORO

MORRISEY

CASRIEL

RACALIA

.- _la~"lle.

,American
Cancer
Society.

color

~~1:;~s~~~:~~~l~g~~!~~;:
Employment

OVERSEAS JOBS • aumme,J
year-round . Europe, S. America,
Australia, Aela, etc. All flelde,
$500-$1200 monthly. Expenses
paid, alghteeelng. Free Information - write: Internat ional Job
Center, Dept . 4, Box 4490
Berkeley, CA -◄ 704.
IT ATE IOND and .Mortpge,
Company representative wlll be
on ~mpua Nov . 9th to Interview
!or prospective employees . For
turther Information, check the
Ptacement Office. 255-2151 .
ADDftESSERS WANTED lmmedlately . Work at home-no
e11perlence necessary-excellent
pay. Wrtte America"-( Service,
8350
Park Lane, Suite 269 , Dallas,
363-4184.
TX 75231.
GUITAR LOST : hitch-hiker from
MEN I-WOMEN I Jobs on 1hlpsl
Prescott , left B-11rlng Eplphdne In
American . Foriegn. No exper. ience required. Excellent pay .

~~~~;e~~-L~~r::rs~.~~u~~~~~~

I•

..
; · ..-... . . , . . . . .
PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTY

MAINTENANCE: permanent poslllon. ·•five davs oar week,

CA~TION:
YOUR SMOKING
IS
HAZARDOUS
TO MY HEALTH

SYMBOLS OF LOVE
A Keepsake diamond ring
says it all, reflecting your love
in its brilliance and beauty.
The Keepsake guarantee
assures a perfect diamond of
fine white color and precise cut.
There is -nq finer diamond ring.

Keepsake•
r----------------------,
I How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding I
~t'l"fd Diamond Rinp

I FREE! BHutiful 20-p.1gt booldtt for pl,nning your tng.1gtmt nl .1nd J

I;~~;'~!:;:i~i,~"::i~~!~~::o':J.':::;!~to: ~~=~:~t:i~~~'. I
wtdding plu5 color brochurt on vit.11 di1mond fuu .1nd l.1tu1 ring

J

: N.1mt
F 77
I Add rt u _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1
I

II -------------- 1
I
0 ''
St.1tt- - - - - - - -- - - Z i p _ _ _ _
kt Di.1mo nd Rings. Bo>: 90. Syucu5t. Ntw York 13201

f Ktepu

• I !~"~~~i°u1~1~'fi~.1k:~~:~;:6~~~rl~t~t~:~,:~,~~t

I

s"r::.'::i!:~~~ I

~----------------------J
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KVSC presents "HIii• and
Home" with Chuck Warner
Charlsmallc Fellow, hlp - Jesus playing an hour of bluegrass,
Pinon, Bibi• Study, Jerde country and folk songs from 5-6
Room, 7 p.m. Thursday.
p.m. every Sunday .

1• ·

. ~ettures

The Campus Club Flr.. lde
group meets from 7:30-9 p.m.;,__ _
- ~ __
.
Tuesdays in the Jprde Room.
The Career P!annlng Office wants
Inter Varsity Christian Fellow- to help you land that Job. A
ship meets 4 p.m. dally for CAREER SEMINAR wlll be
prayer, Monday through FrJday, conducted Oct. 31 thru Nov. 3 at
In the Jerde Room , downstairs 12 p.m. All seminars will be
Atwood . Come Join us!
conducted In Atwood Ballroom
except the Nov . 3rd seminar
Newman Bible Study Group - which will be In Atwood Theatre.
are there contradictions In the Learn how to be interviewed;
Bible? WIii discuss questions write
resumes;
letters
ot
6:30 p.m . Mondays Newman application or inquiry; ·contacts;
Center Classroom 'C.'
etc. Learn what you Career

I

MNtqs

1·nformal discussion with rne")6ers of the Bahal Faith, from
7:30-9 p.m. every Tuesday In
Atwood's Jerde Room. Free.
MEC lectur• will meet from
3-4 p.m. every Monday In the

Jerde Room of Atwood. Everyone
welcome!
Social Wort Club meets at 11
a.m. every Wednesday In 327
Stewart Hall. Welcome!
UTVS meets at 4 p.m. every
Monday In Atwood's Mississippi
. Room. A162.
Task force meeting In ~ncern
of MECIABOQ Merger WIii be
held at 2 p.m. today In 222F
Atwood.
MEC " bo■ rd mMtlngs are held
at 4 p,.m. every Thursday In the
Mlssl~lppl Room, Atwood.

~offlen1s
e'qiisllty
Group
-meets at 4 p.m. Wednesdays In
the Grand Mantel. All Interested
parties welcome!
"

Student s.n.te meets at 6 p.m.
every Thursday In the CivicPenney room .
Do you hav8 a drinking or drug
problem? There wllt be a meeting
weeklyit noon Wednesdays ln
the Jerde Room . All you need Is a
desire to quit to come. Open "to
atudents and faculty.
Phi Ctll Thata (Women in
Business) meets weekly at 8 p.m.
Sundays In the MlssiHlppl room.
For more Information call 2422.
The Mind Bogglers wlll meet at
7:30 p.m. Friday at the Ground
~~:;~~

0

of d}~~r~ of~;9;i1:r.~

The Granite City University
Ch"• Club Is now meeting 7 p.m.
Tuesdavs In the Atwood Watab
Room . Cost is $2 for the monthly
tournament or 50 cents for an

~~~~!~~ltvors ~ll n ses:1:~. {~:
club will meet at Newman Center.
For more Information
call
252-0038.
The Honors Program will
conauct their Currlculum Committee meeting 4 p.m. Monday,
WATAB.
.
Photo Club and Brown Photo
are sponsoring Ernst Wlldl, a
'freelance photographer tied In to
Hasselblad of Switzerland. He
has written numerous books and
done covers for Life magazine.
The ..talk wlll be on "Cre1tlve
Camera Technlqu ... ••

."Whole Earth News." KVSC' s
comprehensive news coverage of
local, natlonal, and International
news, airs every day at 5:30.

~~~n~~~e ~~~~cr°m~~nd~~fr2i~1u.l

I '.

Recreatioii;

SCS Ski Team - we wlll be
having our first ski team meeting.
All who are Interested should
come to this Important meeting
Nov. 2.
RecrNtlon maJon club meets
at 4 0.m. Nov. 2 In 243 Halenbeck
Hall. Please attend!
·
you

searching for direction?
Psych ,enlors - Is your head on
straight?
The SCS Karate Club meets
3:30-5 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays .ln the south gym of
Eastman. Everyone welcomed!
For more Information call Marge
at 252-4563 .
Men a;:;-d women Interested In
playing soccer are Invited to come
to ,practice at 4 p.m. Tuesdays
and Thursdays in Whitney Park.
New
Sunday
hours
tor
Halenbeck • open gym-12:30-4 :30
(jogging); pool 1-4.

, MlsceGneous
ABOG lllm, wlll present
"Catch-22" directed by Mike
Nichols 3 & 7 p.m . Friday and 6-7
p.m. Sun. In Iha Atwood Theatre.
Don't miss It.
ABOG films will present
"Nashvllle" directed by Robert
Altman at 7 p.m. Wednesday and
3 & 7 p.m . Thu rsday In the
Atwood Theatre.
ABOG films will present
"Notferatu" directed by F.W.

Cases involving students,
Brunsvold recalls, are shoplifting
misdemeanors,
in
Continued from page 5
which there is not much
private practice lawyers who change for plea-bargaining.
have
agreed
to
accept
"In
theft
cases ,
like
destitute clients and be paid shoplifting, you have to realize
through the state.
that just a s mall fraction of
A new law went into effect shoplifters are caught--perJuly 1, which allows the state haps only one percent,"
to pay for both felony . ~nd Brunsvold said . "So when
misdemeanor cases--reqnmng they are detected, the court is
public defenders: Previously, not real sympathetic with
the state had only paid for them. Most likely the person
felony cases,. leaving misde- has shoplifted before.
.
rneanors · to the county. St.
·'One judge in town _ 1s
Cloud has four lawyers that known for imposing the stiff,
handle
misttemeanors
as maximllm fine: S300," he
public defenders , two that added.
handle felonies.
Both Lanoue and Brunsvold
One of those that handle said that private · practice
felonies, Daniel Lanoue, 13 lawyers s uch as themselves
North 11th Ave. , said he has give out much free legal
not had much contact with advice.
They
said
they
students.
recognize that advice is pan of
"Not many students are being an attorney and they do
charged--they are too busy in not feel cheated doing so.
school and usually do not They
both
endotse
the
commit the felonies ," L~noue conciliation coun method.
said.
'' In some cases, there is just
The only students Lanoue not enough money to justi;fy
has worked for in his four spending $350 in legal fees to
months as a public defender recover S150 in damages, such
·have been first- .-time offen- as a tenant-landlord dispute ,"
ders who were given proba- Lanoue said.
tion.
Nancy ·and her roommates
Court investigators decide were fortunate. They did not
whether a person is eltgioFe have to go to coun, but if they
for
a
public
defender. did, t here are many avenues
financial status and material of help open to them.
wealth are taken into account,
If their problem occurred
according to Ben Brunsvold, a outside the St. Cloud area,
misdemeanor public defender. they could be referred to a
Parental support does not lawyer in th at !Ocale by calling
matter in public defender the Minnesota Bar Association
cases. Students whose parents at 612-335-1183.
refuse to purchase a private
In what areas can students
practice attorney have the receive free money to help
same right as students not defer the cost of school? How
dependent
upon
parental do they get such money?
support.
Those and other question s. wtll
Brunsvold said he does not , ~e the topic of the second
keep files on cases that ~ s'eries part, "St udent Rights:
involved students specifically· What You ' re Entitled To."
that he treats them the same
as others, disregarding their
Edllor's Note: The cue
student status. The cases he study of Nancy Is a composite
defends most often involve of many students lntervlewed.
person s driving while intoxi• The composite allowed a
cated. He sa id he is usually factual representation of a
able to "plea-bargain" with typical ft8e without 111lng
the prosecutor, reducing the students' names , thereby
charge to r~ckless driving.
prnervl.ng privacy.

Legal aid

Marnau at 3 & 7 p.m . today and
at 7 p.m. Sunday In the Atwood
Theatre. This Is the earliest
feature version . of Stoker·s
Dracula.
ABOG wilt present Randy
Anderson - Photo Exhibit Nov. 3
In the Atwood Gallery.
ABOG will present Peter
Hedren • Photo Exhlbll Nov. 13,
In the Atwood Gallery.
ColfNhou" Apocalypse will
present Tom Lieberman , Tim
Sparks and Prudence Madson at 2
p.m. and 6-10 p.m. Nov. 1. Free .
Tom and Tim are some ol the best
Ragtlmers around . Prudence
adds a great deal to lhe duo .
ABOG wlll present • La rry
R ■spberry and the Hlgh,leppers
at 8 p.m. Thursday In the Atwood
Ballroom. Free with validated ID .
Don't miss lt l
0

The followtng Student Senata
commlttMS are open: lntercol•
leglate Athletics (2 students)
Housing
(2 residence hall
students and 2 students et large) .
Apply In the Student Senate
office, 222A, Atwood.
Apply for an Engllsh Department Scholarshlp for winter
quarter. All students eligible
lnclu_dlng freshmen who excel In
English. Scholarship grants range
from $50-$100. Blanks are
available In the Engllsh office.
106 Rlverv jew . Today Is the
deadline date.
Drop books tor reformatory
lnmet" outside the door at G3
Lawrence Hall.
Math Club tcholanhlps are
avallable' - open to · math · and
computer itelence ma/ore and/or
minors. Up to four scholarships at

$250 each and up to 11 at S100
each. Pick up appllcatlons In
Math office • due Dec . 22.
SCS Rugby Club tall practice Is
4 ·p.m . Tuesdays and Thursdays
at South Field . Come one and all!
It you are a frustrated e)(-jock.
come out and Join.
P~ych seniors- where are you?
Student Senate commlttNS
open tor appllcallon: Universl ly
Forum Committee, University
Calendar
Committee,
Mass
Media Committee. Position open
winter and spring quarter:
Treasurer. Apply ln the Student
Senate office, 222A, Atwood.
Student loen recipients: Anyone havlno received a Natloroal
Defense / Direct Student Loan who
wlll be gra(:luatlng or leaving this .
university by the end of this
quarter, Is obligated to atlend an
exit Interview . Interviews will be
held in room 113 Administrative
Services Bulldlng at 11 a.m. Nov.
8 and at 1 p.m. Nov . 9. If unable
to attend either Interview,
arrangements must be made In
Business Office.
CarNr Planning will conduct
its semlnars-2 p.m . Oct. 31 ,
Atwood Ballroom; 2 p.m. Nov. 1,
Atwood Ballroom; 2 p.m. Nov. 2,
Atwood Ballroom: 2 p.m. Nov. 3,
Atwo9_q Theatre.
Non•tradltlonal student organlutlon WIii meet at noon
Wednesdays ln the Brickyard; for
further Information call 4140.

I-
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CAM PUS
-AUDIO
CONSULTANT
What isthe CREDIT CONNECTION?

KEVIN WILLS
Get something cookin' · with your
· audio stove where the deals are
made to suit your tastes.

The "CREDIT CONNECTION" is an exclusive
program created by the SOUND INN that enables
young people to enjoy name. brand stereo
equipment. The "CREDIT CONNECTION" is
also an opportunity to establish a record of
financial responsibility .
. Recognizable names like KENWOOD, ESS ,
JVC, DUAL, TECHNICS and many others can be <11>
seen and hell-rd through your Campus Audio
Consultant. Give him an opportunity to help
make your future entert~inment a roUND
INN vestment.
If you can affirmatively respond: Yes, I do
enjoy the sound of good music. Yes, I do possess
a responsible attitude. Yes, my present budget
could accomate $5 or $10 a week .. Quite possible
the "CREDIT CONNECTION" . is
you and
your Campus Audio Consultant could make it
happen.
·

for

/2:ff·
( f(

I fl

; II

~

St. Cloud's.Most Unique Stereo Store

